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Preface

You’re probably familiar with genre fiction such as romance, science fiction, and fantasy. Perhaps you’re a fan of a particular genre of movie, like romantic comedy, horror, or superhero. But legal genres? What are those?

This book is built on the premise that all texts can be viewed as genres. A genre is a recurring document type that has certain predictable conventions. Conventions are the parts of a genre and the ways that audiences expect a genre to be written. Conventions are like the “rules” of a genre, but these rules are both flexible and ever-changing because the audience’s expectations are also flexible and ever-changing (which is one reason why we don’t use the term “rules” to refer to genre conventions).

If all texts can be viewed as genres, then all texts can be studied as genres. Because a genre is a recurring document type, we can study multiple samples of a genre to figure out what the genre’s conventions are. And because the conventions of a genre are predictable, we can identify conventions by spotting patterns among sample documents. Then we can use those patterns to write our own documents that follow the conventions of the genre. In fact, lawyers in practice have been writing in this fashion for decades every time they use a sample or “go-by” to help them write an unfamiliar legal document type.

Viewing legal document types as genres allows legal research and writing (LRW) professors to teach legal documents in a fashion LRW professors are familiar with, but with one radical change. Because legal document types are genres, genres and their conventions are discoverable by anyone who possesses the skills of discovery. Thus, while we as LRW professors are teaching our students how to write office memos, client letters, and appellate briefs we can—with just a few tweaks to our teaching methods—simultaneously teach students how to discover any legal document type in the future. Our students can learn the transferable skill of genre discovery: how to study samples of a genre to teach oneself to write an unfamiliar genre.

Armed with genre discovery, our students will know what to do when they encounter a document no one has ever taught them before—either in a future law school course or in the workplace. They will discover the genre’s conventions by using samples and turn those conventions into a document that meets the audience’s expectations of that genre.

Thus The Complete Legal Writer teaches students how to write legal documents they haven’t been taught to write, legal documents that we don’t have a chance to teach them in our LRW courses. But if we teach them genre discovery, our students will be prepared to write anything.
What’s Familiar in The Complete Legal Writer

This notion of genre discovery undergirds familiar approaches to teaching legal research and writing. The book provides a foundation for students, explaining concepts that every student needs to learn early in her 1L year, such as legal reasoning and sources of U.S. law. The book also guides students through the writing process, from the earliest brainstorming stages through writing analyses and using effective style.

Thus, professors and students alike will find everything they need in a legal research and writing textbook. Any terms that may be unfamiliar to 1Ls are bolded in the text and defined in an easy-to-use glossary. Our aim was to create an approachable and practical text that would help law students during their 1L year and beyond. Here’s how we approached familiar content.

Legal Authorities

The Complete Legal Writer describes the sources of U.S. law, the structure of the U.S. government, and how primary authorities like cases and statutes are created. The book describes in detail the genre of the judicial opinion and provides practical advice for learning to read opinions effectively.

Legal Analysis

The Complete Legal Writer covers many legal reasoning tactics to help students write effectively: syllogistic reasoning, C-RAC and how the structure implements legal logic, analogical reasoning, policy reasoning, extracting rules from authorities, synthesizing rules, applying rules to facts to reach conclusions, and more.

The book uses extended examples throughout the book, making the book more accessible to students because they do not need to relearn facts and law to learn new concepts. The book provides cues for visual learners to accompany the text, such as charts and diagrams, which illustrate the thinking process behind concepts such as extracting and synthesizing.

Writing Process

The Complete Legal Writer provides a robust writing process section, drawing on the authors’ expertise in composition theory. The writing process section begins with the very beginning of writing a document, including steps such as brainstorming and outlining, and works through the steps of writing a legal document, ending with considerations such as style, revision, and document design (e.g., font selection, margins, and writing for digital formats).

Samples of Briefs, Emails, Letters, Memos, and More

For every genre covered in The Complete Legal Writer, the book provides three samples of the genre. Because the genre discovery approach relies heavily on samples, each sample was carefully drafted by the authors and is of exacting quality.
What’s New in *The Complete Legal Writer*

In addition to the familiar material that legal research and writing textbooks need, *The Complete Legal Writer* provides many innovations for legal research and writing professors to help their students succeed.

**The Genre Discovery Approach**

*The Complete Legal Writer* uses the genre discovery approach to teach law students how to write: it teaches students to *guide themselves* through the process of writing unfamiliar legal documents. Using this inductive method, the book coaches students through finding samples of a document type (a genre), analyzing the samples to discover what they have in common, and then using these discoveries to write their own legal documents.

To aid in this process, the book provides three samples for each type of document covered in Part 2 of the book. (Furthermore, because the process works with any sample, professors can—but need not—supplement the textbook with more samples of their own.) And because samples are such a crucial part of the teaching of genre discovery, the samples in *The Complete Legal Writer* are of exacting quality.

Furthermore, the samples follow two interesting cases through the litigation process, beginning with office memos and continuing all the way through appellate opinions and even blog posts about those opinions. (See “The Genres Covered,” next.) The law of the genres is accessible, the facts are memorable, and the recurrence of the cases from chapter to chapter reduces the cognitive load on students. Students can focus on the genres themselves, rather than on learning new law for each new genre.

**The Genres Covered**

The genres covered in Part 2 of *The Complete Legal Writer* follow the litigation life cycle. The book covers eleven genres, with three samples provided for each genre.

The first genres assess a case prior to filing a complaint or a motion: office memo, email memo, client letter, and demand letter. Next are the documents that lawyers file with courts at the trial level: complaint, trial motion and brief, and motion hearing. Lastly are appellate genres: appellate brief, appellate oral argument, and appellate opinion. Included throughout are oral and judicial genres. Also included is the Employer Website Blog Post (Chapter 19), a genre that lawyers use to announce trial outcomes and comment on recent developments in the law.

Each chapter in Part 2 is structured the same way. Each begins with a rhetorical analysis of the genre, examining audience, purpose, and persona. Each then presents three samples of the genre. As discussed previously, in order to reduce the cognitive load on students, the three samples in every project chapter tend to track the same three clients. Thus, the client 1 sample in in the office memo chapter contains the same facts and law as the client 1 sample in the email memo chapter, and so on. Lastly each chapter guides readers through the process of genre discovery that readers first learn about in Chapter 3, Legal Genres.

Rather than thinking of genres as “objective” or “persuasive,” the book encourages students to think of them in terms of audience. Who is the target audience of your
document? Who else will be reading or hearing it—in other words, who are your secondary audiences? Is the genre intended for an insider audience (those on your side of litigation) or an outsider audience?

Naturally, we do not expect professors to teach every genre covered in this book in a single course. But we do believe it is important that professors be able to choose from a wide variety of document types when designing their courses, and that they be able to use the same book across multiple semesters to save on student costs.

By that same token, this wide coverage also makes *The Complete Legal Writer* useful as an upper-division writing textbook. It would work well, for example, in legal research and writing programs that have a three-semester course. It will also serve law students well as they move into practice. Indeed, if upper-level students are unfamiliar with the genre discovery approach, then *The Complete Legal Writer* can teach them this valuable transferrable skill. Plus, the book provides a good refresher on citation, research, and legal analysis.

**Research and Citation**

*The Complete Legal Writer* presents research and citation as integrated components of the writing process by helping students develop “citation literacy” early in their law school careers. The book also teaches students how to integrate citations into their research and writing. It focuses on the important roles that citations play in legal documents, such as helping build the credibility of the writer in the eye of the reader. Students learn to cite while they learn to write, in a scaled fashion, thus tempering the frustration that often accompanies learning legal citation.

*The Complete Legal Writer* integrates research into the legal reasoning and writing process rather than treating it as an independent process. In Chapter 2, Legal Authorities, the book introduces sources of law. Then, in Chapter 6, Assessing Authorities, after students have been introduced to legal logic and analysis, students learn how to tell if an authority provides strong support for a legal assertion. Chapter 7, Legal Reading, provides a primer on how to read court opinions and statutes to find authorities for legal assertions. Thus, before students have finished reading Part I of the book, they will have a firm grasp of where law comes from, how to assess its weight, and how to read it and use it in their own writing.

In Part 3, Composing Legal Documents, students put this knowledge to work by writing their own documents. Chapter 21, Brainstorm and Outline, teaches research as a recursive step when writing a legal document, encouraging students to “research to write” when they get writer’s block, for example. Chapter 22, Research Authorities, offers in-depth coverage of research strategies that can be adapted to whatever legal question a student must answer. Chapter 28, Cite Authorities, explains how to keep track of citations while writing, how to use signals and explanatory parentheticals to provide accurate support for claims, and how to use citation manuals like *The Bluebook* or the *ALWD Guide* to format citations.

**Giving and Receiving Feedback**

*The Complete Legal Writer* covers a skill that is essential for all legal writers: giving and receiving feedback. The book explains how to give feedback to and receive feedback from
peers, an important skill given the rise of peer-review practices in the legal research and writing classroom.

The book also covers how to receive feedback from professors and workplace supervisors. It teaches students how to effectively implement feedback that they receive on particular documents to improve both those documents and future documents. It also teaches students how to prepare for conferences with professors and with workplace supervisors.

**Additional Teacher and Student Support**

To support teaching with and learning from *The Complete Legal Writer*, we provide a robust Teacher’s Manual. We also provide a Companion Website (completelegalwriter.com) with materials developed by us, the authors, to support professors and students.
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